I Run the Globe is an official travel partner
for the race

BMW Berlin
Marathon
Sunday Sept 24, 2023

2022 I Run the Globe Inc.

Details

This course will take you through many historic
landmarks of the city. During your 42.195K
journey you will run by the Schloss
Charlottenburg.
Berlin
Cathedral,
Alexanderplatz, and of course the iconic finish
line through the Brandenburg Gate.

Known for having the world record broken 11
times, the race-course is very fast and flat. Get
your guaranteed entry and set your PB in
Berlin!
In 2022, Eliud Kipchoge smashed the 42 kms in
2:01:09 beating his own PB/world record that
was made few years earlier…

Berlin’s storied past and varied cultural
landscape will make your stay memorable.
You cannot leave Berlin without visiting the
Reichstag, the East side Gallery or the famous TV
Tower in Alexanderplatz.

The Berlin Marathon medal is a must-have on
your running resume. It is also an Abbott World
Marathon Major, which makes this race
mandatory in order to complete your 6-star
medal quest.

Our Packages

Our Hotel

I Run the Globe is an official International Tour
Operator of the BMW Berlin Marathon. We
have an allocation of a limited amount of
guaranteed entries. These are exclusive to
runners acquiring our travel packages. Those
are available on a first come first serve basis. We
are not permitted to sell entries only!

The Park Inn by Radisson (4 Star) Alexanderplatz
I Run the Globe chose the Park Inn by Radisson
at their Alexanderplatz location for your stay in
Berlin.

Those entries are secured with the purchase of
the following bundles:
Rates per person (2 per room)

3 nights

4 nights

Fri 22nd to Mon 25th

Thu 22nd to Mon 25th

CA $795

CA $995

* Those rates are available when 2 runners travel
together. However, if you are travelling alone and we
cannot find a roommate, single rates will apply.

Single Rates

3 nights

4 nights

Fri 22nd to Mon 25th

Thu 22nd to Mon 25th

CA $1,390

CA $1,745

Not included in bundles:
Marathon
Entry

Extra night

Pasta Dinner

CA $345

CA $445

CA $50

Located perfectly in the centre of the city, you
are 15 mins away from the start/finishing line.
This 4-star hotel is on Alexanderplatz which is 2
minutes walking from the Fernsehtur, tallest
building in the city.
Benefiting from the location, you will be within
walking distance from several attractions.

This Park Inn Hotel offers you a unique
accommodation experience in Berlin with its
exceptional views of the city.

Race Info
Marathon
Race Start
Time Limit
Minimum Age
Entry Fee

9:00 am
6 ¼ hrs
18 y/o
CA $345

*Our bib numbers are guaranteed at the above prices
and include the following:
•
Official Results
•
The unique medal (Marathon only)

After running the BMW Berlin Marathon, you
should try to visit Spagos Restaurant, located
on the ground floor of the establishment. You
would enjoy impressive views through its glass
roof.

Complimentary with all rooms:
•
•
•

Wi-fi in all rooms
Fitness Center Open 24/7
Continental breakfast every morning

Hotel details:
Address: Alexanderpl. 7, 10178 Berlin, Germany
Phone: +49 30 23890

Our runners experience matter! Our Hotel is
located at a walking distance from the start line
to ensure your comfort and satisfaction. This
gain of time allows you to rest and focus
exclusively on the race.

How to Register
Why traveling with us?
•
Competitive and
affordable prices for quality
services. The Park Inn is a highend hotel in the city center of
Berlin.
•
The hotel is located at a
walking distance from the finish
line.
•
We have guaranteed
entries to the marathon. Your
bib number is secured when
traveling with us.
•
Our team members will
assist you during your stay. We
will lodge at the same
establishment.
•
The photoshoot that is
shared in all our social media
networks.

To secure your spot, please click on the “Register
Now” button on the webpage of the race. You
could also contact us via email at
info@iruntheglobe.com or by phone at 604-3550358.
Payments can be made via credit card, cheque,
or Interac eTransfer within 24 hours after
completing the online form.

Terms and
Conditions:
It is your responsibility to read and understand the
following terms and conditions. Please contact us
immediately if you have any questions or need
clarification.

Payment:

At the date of registration, the initial deposit must be paid.
The full amount is due 90 days prior the first day of the
trip.

Booking accommodations:

I Run the Globe can customize your package if the dates
provided in the brochure don’t work with your schedule.
Note that Airfare is not included in our bundles.

Shared room:

As mentioned above our travel packages give you the
option to pay to share a room rather an than the extra for
a single room. This means that we would pair you with
another runner of the same gender. This allows you to
enjoy the event without having to pay for single
occupancy. If a suitable match cannot be found single rates
would apply. Although we do our best to satisfy twin share
requests, we are not liable for any extra costs related to
single occupancy.

Booking changes:

If you wish to change any of your existing booking once
confirmed. An administration fee of $50 will be charged.

Prices:

All prices in this brochure are correct as at November 2022
and are shown in Canadian Dollars (taxes included). Prices
are subject to change at any time due to currency
fluctuations and until payment is received in full.

Unused Services:

Refunds/deferrals will not be provided if due to illness or
personal choice you do not utilize part of your entire chose
package. We highly recommend purchasing travel
insurance with your package.

Cancelation from the organizer:

I Run the Globe has the right to cancel the trip in case of
insufficient number of participants. In this case the deposit
and the amount of the entry would be reimbursed in full.

Special Requests:

Where a special request (e.g. diet, room location, twin or
single bed or a particular facility at the hotel) please advise
us when your booking is made. I Run the Globe will pass
your request on to the hotel. However, we cannot
guarantee that it will be accepted. Providing any special
request is not a term your contract with I Run the Globe.
All special requests are subject to availability.

Hotel credit:

Credit card imprints will be required by hotels providing
telephone, mini-bar, in-room movies, laundry and other
facilities and services that can be charged to guest room.
These will be required by the front desk at the time of
check-in.

Responsibilities:

As a travel agent, I Run the Globe #78259 supply our
services consisting of arranging, booking, and coordinating
travel facilities and services. The actual services and
products are provided, supplied or performed by suppliers
of travel, entertainment, and accommodation facilities or
services (suppliers).
We undertake to perform our services described in this
brochure with reasonable care and skill. We will not
however be liable for any loss, damage, injury or financial
failure which results from the act, default or omissions of
any person other than ourselves, our volunteers or agents,
or any cause independent of human control. This includes
(but is not limited to) loss, or damage which arises directly
or indirectly from act of God, weather disruptions, dangers
or equipment, acts of governments or other authorities de
jure o de facto, wars whether declared or not, hostilities,
civil disturbances, strikes, riots, deaths, acts of terrorism,
pilferage, pandemics, quarantines or medical or customs
regulations.
We will endeavor to provide the most suitable travel
arrangements to meet the requirements you make known
to use. However, travel is an individual experience, and
your preferences and opinions may vary from our own. For
this reason, we cannot take responsibility for your
individual satisfaction.
All information contained herein is accurate at time of
printing (November 2022) and is subject to change due

to circumstances beyond our control.

SCC Events GmbH’s Code of
Conduct:
PREAMBLE
These terms and conditions apply to the participation in
all sports events organised and conducted by SCC
EVENTS GmbH, Olympiapark Berlin, Hanns-BraunStrasse/Adlerplatz, 14053 Berlin (hereinafter: "SCC
EVENTS GmbH", "we" or "us").
SCC EVENTS GmbH is commissioned by Sport Club
Charlottenburg e.V., Waldschulallee 34, 14055 Berlin (AG
Charlottenburg VReg.-Nr. 366Nz), which is the organiser of
the sporting events, to organise and
carry out the sporting events. We are
authorised and commissioned to carry
out the sports events and to conclude
contracts with the participants in our
own name. All declarations by
participants must be addressed to us.

§ 1 Scope of Application

The terms and conditions of participation in the version
valid at the time of registration are an integral part of the
contract between SCC EVENTS GmbH and the
participants. The respective current conditions of
participation are available at https://login.sccevents.com/s/terms-participation.

§ 2 Conditions of Participation, Admissions,
Association Regulations, Sports Equipment,
Timekeeping
2.1 Personal requirement; PAPS test
Anyone who has reached the age prescribed in the
respective event announcement, has successfully registered
in accordance with the regulations [https://login.sccevents.com/s/terms-conditions] and is not subject to a ban
on starting is eligible to start.
Participants must start in person and be able to cover the
distance under their own efforts. By registering,
participants confirm that they meet the health
requirements for participation, that they are able to cover
the distance in the maximum time communicated and
that they have obtained medical advice in case of doubt.
On the day of the event, the participant(s) will only
compete if he/she is in good health and is in sufficient
training condition and will stop the race immediately if
there are signs of weakness and/or indisposition.
We strongly recommend that participants take the PAPS
Test (= Personal, Activity and Prevention Screening Test)
offered by us before the event and to provide us with proof
of this. The free test is available at https://www.papstest.de/.
2.2 Chronic illness
Participation with a known chronic illness that requires
special care, including medical care, during the sporting
event is not permitted. We do not offer special care here.
Care by doctors and medical staff of participants is only
permitted after prior accreditation by us.
2.3 Costs of medical treatment, insurance
Medical services provided on the route, if any, are not to
be reimbursed by the participants. Any necessary transport
to the hospital and any further treatment there, however,
must be covered by the participants themselves. It is the
responsibility of the participants to insure themselves
sufficiently and, if necessary, to take out a separate
(foreign or sports) insurance.
2.4 Association regulations
If this is pointed out during registration, our sports events
will be carried out according to the applicable national
and/or international competition rules and under the
supervision of the responsible federation. Further
information and an overview of the relevant competition
and association rules can be found at https://www.sccevents.com/m/corporate/kontakt/agb/verbandsregeln.ht
ml

2.5 Sports equipment, aids
Unless explicitly regulated otherwise, neither sports
equipment nor other aids are permitted at our sports
events. Exceptions are only valid for the sports equipment
and aids explicitly listed at individual sports events.
2.6 Organisational matters, instructions
Information regarding the organisation and any short
notice changes can be found on the respective websites of
the sports events. We recommend that participants inform
themselves regularly, especially on the day of the event.
The instructions of our staff, the marked marshals and the
medical service must be followed.
2.7 Timekeeping
In the case of sports events with timekeeping, the time is
measured by means of a timekeeping transponder
specified by us and - if required - provided by us. Further
information on the timing transponder used will be
provided when registering for the respective sporting event
and on the corresponding website. Participation in our
sports events without or with a timing transponder not
approved by us is not permitted.

§ 3 Public
Recordings

Events,

Image

and

Sound

3.1 Public events
The participants are aware that our sports events are
public events. They can be the subject of media coverage
both online on the Internet and/or social media and offline
in radio, TV and print. Participants must therefore be
aware that they can be the subject of image and video
coverage. The organiser will also document these events in
sound and image (see § 3.2).
3.2 Photographs, filming and interviews
Participants may be filmed, photographed and/or
interviewed at the sporting events by us or by service
providers commissioned by us. We may use the
photographs, film recordings and interviews made, free of
charge, for documentation and editorial purposes. The
participants grant us the exclusive right, unrestricted in
terms of time, space and subject matter, to reproduce,
distribute and publicly display the photographs and to
offer them for retrieval, in particular to use the
photographs commercially, also for offline and online
advertising purposes and in social networks, in particular in
the following manner: magazines, newsletters, posters,
photo and video impressions of the event and press
releases, etc.
The participants waive their right to be named.

§ 4 Violations, Exclusions, Starting Bans
In case of violation of these conditions of participation
and/or in case you do not follow our or our staff's
instructions, or the instructions of the appropriately

marked marshals and the Medical Service, and there is a
risk that the proper execution of the event or the safety
and/or health of the participants is endangered, we, our
marshals and/or the Medical Service, may exclude and/or
disqualify participants from the time classification or the
sporting event.
Sanctionable offences include
- Violation of the relevant national and international
association rules, according to § 2.4 of these conditions of
participation;
- the transfer of the personally allocated race number;
- the fraudulent acquisition and/or alteration of the race
number;
- making the advertising print on the race number
unrecognisable;
- grossly unsportsmanlike conduct;
- repeated, implausible intermediate times;
- Participation with an unauthorised timing transponder
or without a timing transponder (§ 2.7);
Furthermore we reserve the right to issue a starting ban
(also for the future). We can issue a starting ban, among
other things, in the event of a continued violation of these
conditions of participation despite a warning, in the event
of payment arrears or to protect the participant from
health problems. We will inform the person concerned in
writing about a starting ban.

§ 5 Registration, Start Card, Race Number
5.1 Registration

If participants declare that they do not wish to adhere to
the contract for participation in a sports event (e.g. by
giving notice of cancellation or withdrawal), or if they
cancel their participation in the sports event or do not
exercise the right to start - without cancelling - (no-show),
we understand this declaration or this conduct irrespective of whether the participants are entitled to do
so - as a final waiver of the right to start and participate in
the sports event.
6.2 Reimbursement of participation fee
If participants declare that they do not wish to take part
in the sports event or - for whatever reason - do not start,
there is no right to a refund or reimbursement of the
participation fee. The same applies to exclusion or
disqualification of participants according to § 4.
6.3 Withdrawal
The amount paid for specially designated sporting events
in 2021 and 2022 to cover the costs of organising and
preparing the sporting event against the background of
the unforeseeable consequences of the Covid-19 pandemic,
without which the sporting event would not have been
feasible for us, will not be refunded.

§ 7 Changing Disciplines
In the event that participants wish to change discipline
within the same sports event booked directly with us (e.g.
rebooking for longer or shorter distances), we will comply
with this request if the capacities allow this and the change
is possible for us with reasonable effort. In this case the
difference to the participation fee valid at the time of the
rebooking is to be paid; in case of rebooking in a cheaper
category we will refund the difference to the original
participation fee. In addition, we charge a rebooking fee of
5 EUR for each rebooking.

In order to participate in a sports event, participants must
register with us via the respective website of the sports
event, unless otherwise specified in individual cases.
Separate General Terms and Conditions of Business
[https://login.scc-events.com/s/terms-conditions] apply to
registration and registration.

Participants who have registered with a third-party
provider must contact their contractual partner directly for
a change of discipline.

5.2 Distributing the start card, race number

In justified exceptional situations, we are entitled and, if
necessary, even obliged to postpone, shorten, completely or
in part, completely or temporarily interrupt, partially close
or cancel the event in terms of time and/or location. A
justified exceptional situation justifying such a measure
shall be deemed to exist if there are sufficient factual
indications that the planned implementation or
continuation of the event could lead to a concrete
endangerment of life and limb or of property of
considerable value. We will notify the participants of such
changes - as far as possible - in advance by email and on
the website of the respective sporting event.

The race numbers must be picked up personally by the
participants. In the case of individual sporting events for
which participants will receive special notification, race
number pickup will be possible only upon presentation of
a valid identification document and, if applicable, on
presentation of the start card. A start card will be sent to
the participants in a timely manner (usually 14 days before
the event), together with a provisional race number.
Participants are not entitled to have their race numbers
sent to them.

§ 6 No-Show, Refund of Participation Fee,
Withdrawal
6.1 No-Show

§ 8 Adjustments in the Implementation of the
Event

§ 9 Liability, Force Majeure
9.1 Unlimited liability

We are liable for intent and gross negligence. In the case of
slight negligence, we are liable for damages resulting from
injury to life, body or health of persons.
9.2 Limitation of liability
In the case of slight negligence, we shall otherwise only be
liable in the event of a breach of an essential contractual
obligation, the fulfilment of which is essential for the proper
execution of the contract and on the observance of which
the participants may regularly rely (cardinal obligation).
Liability for slight negligence is limited to the amount of
damages foreseeable at the time of conclusion of the
contract, the occurrence of which must be typically
expected. This limitation of liability also applies to the
benefit of the vicarious agents of SCC EVENTS GmbH.

including the printing of the race results on personalised
certificates and/or the medical care of the participants on
the course and at the finish by the medical services
supervising the event, as well as for payment processing.
The data processing is carried out at the request of the
participants and is required in accordance with Art. 6 Para.
1 S. 1 lit. b DSGVO for the fulfilment of the participation
contract and the pre-contractual measures.
The personal data collected by us in the course of fulfilling
the contract will be stored by us until the expiry of the
limitation period after fulfilment of the contract, unless
there are legal retention periods or the participants have
not consented to storage beyond this period in accordance
with Art. 6 Para. 1 S. 1 lit. a DSGVO.

9.3 Cancellation, termination, force majeure

10.2 Publication of results, results database

If SCC EVENTS GmbH is entitled in cases of force majeure
or is obligated due to official orders for which it is not
responsible or for safety reasons to make changes in the
implementation of the event that make economic
implementation impossible or to cancel the event in whole
or in part, SCC EVENTS GmbH is not liable for damages to
the participants. In such cases, SCC EVENTS GmbH may
withdraw starting rights, exclude individual or all
participants from SCC sporting events and/or withdraw
from the contract. Should SCC EVENTS GmbH be entitled
or obligated to reduce the number of participants in cases
of force majeure or due to official orders for which it is not
responsible or for safety reasons, a raffle will be held for the
maximum number of participants as prescribed by the
authorities. The affected participants will be informed
immediately about a (partial) cancellation. If a sporting
event has already begun and has to be cancelled for the
above-mentioned reasons, the participants have no right
to a refund of the participation fees paid.

In addition, we process and publish the surname, first
name, year of birth, nationality, gender, club (if
applicable), start number and result (placement and
times) of the participants for the presentation of
participant and result lists in the relevant media
accompanying the event (printed matter such as
programme booklet and result booklet, as well as on the
Internet) and transfer these data for publication by third
parties (e.g. newspapers, result services, etc.) and store
them for the creation of a - also historical - result database.

Force majeure includes war, war-like conditions, riots,
strikes, lawful lockouts, lack of energy or raw materials,
revolution, rebellion, military or civil coup, terror, reactor
accidents, riots, embargo, epidemics, pandemics such as
COVID-19, fire, hurricane or other storms on the scale of a
catastrophe as well as natural events such as earthquakes
and landslides.
9.4 Health status
We do not accept any liability for health consequences
resulting from the fact that the participants start at a
fitness level that is insufficient to cope with the sports event
or with an acute illness or injury, do not take the PAPS test
or do not observe its results and/or do not immediately seek
medical assistance if they are in a poor state of fitness while
participating in a sports event.

§ 10 Data Collection and Processing
10.1 Processing for contract execution, publication, results
database
The personal data provided by participants when
registering will be stored and processed by us for the
purposes of organising and processing the sporting event,

This data processing and transfer takes place on the basis
of our legitimate interests in accordance with Art. 6 para. 1
p. 1 lit. f DSGVO.
10.3 Documentation in image and sound
The collection, processing and storage of personal data in
connection with the image and sound recordings carried
out and/or arranged by us in accordance with § 3.2 is
carried out on the basis of our legitimate interests in
accordance with Art. 6 para. 1 sentence 1 lit. f DSGVO.

For any questions
contact us at:
I Run the Globe Inc.
Phone: 604-3550358
https://iruntheglobe.com
info@iruntheglobe.com
Consumer Protection British
Columbia. Travel Agent 78259

